Top Casuarina Homes Designer and Best Coolangatta
Electrical Contractor Provides Affordable Services on the
Gold Coast
Casuarina Homes Featuring as Designer Dream Projects Says Local Contractor

Casuarina may still be a relatively quiet spot, but the beachfront setting is attracting developers and private individuals with an eye for luxury modern
design says Gold Coast Electrician, EJ Barnes. In fact, the electrical contractor, who has been responsible for the execution of dramatic lighting
designs at many of these designer properties, is in awe at some of the projects in which his business has participated.
“They’re private homes,” says EJ, “but everything about them is cutting-edge. We’re talking palatial residences that feature everything of the very
best.” According to EJ, many of the builds are investments: “You’ll complete the project, and before long, you’ll see the place on the market as the
premium coastal property in the area.”
One project, in particular, really stands out for Barnes. It features a space-age style overhang and seems to more closely resemble a spaceship than a
building. The double-storey home features floor to ceiling glass and a swimming pool that spans the length of the property.
“I’ve never seen anything like it,” says Barnes, “and I wasn’t surprised to hear that it attracted interest from all over the world when it hit the market.”
Barnes is especially proud that many of the images you’ll see of this much-publicised property are evening shots. Still, he thinks he could have
predicted the photography preference. After all, the lighting is a striking feature, and his company was responsible for its installation. “It looks great by
day,” he says, “but I’m especially pleased with the night-time look. It’s stunning.”
It wasn’t only the lighting that occupied Barnes and his team. The all-mod-cons home features zoned air conditioning, CCTV, and Google Home
Automation. Now, the burning question is where the buyer will come from. the house is currently advertised for sale at close on $4million with an
alternative price listed in bitcoins - a futuristic touch that some may still call a leap of faith given the currency’s volatility.
“I don’t think it’ll be a guesthouse,” says Barnes. “There isn’t really enough parking for that. As to who’ll buy it - all I can say is that they’ll need to be
very wealthy indeed.” After finding the property online, we’re inclined to agree. After all, few properties can boast as much publicity, professional
photography, or videography - or an estate agent ruining his dry-clean-only suit in the lap pool for the sake of a sales video.
Meanwhile, Barnes is quietly proud of EJ Electrical Work’s role in the construction of one of the most-talked-about properties in Australia. “We’re
trusted with premium projects because we’re brilliant at what we do,” says Barnes. “It’s as simple as that.”
Despite a string of prestigious projects, Barnes keeps his feet on the ground. His company is there to help every client that contacts it. It could be
something as simple as breaker that keeps tripping - or it could be the electrical works for a shopping centre, an architect-designed house, or your
(much more down-to-earth) home renovations.
“We love looking back on amazing projects like this one,” says Barnes, “but at the end of the day, it’s satisfied customers and a job well done that
matter most.”
If you’d like to put the company responsible for electrical works at a multi-million-dollar designer home to the test with your broken light-switch - or a
massive improvement project, you’re welcome to get in touch, says EJ. Contact EJ Electrical Works via its website, or give them a call on
1300-DIAL-EJ, that’s 1300 342 535.
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